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Transition day was quite an eventful day this year not only
for our new Yr6 students but for all our SBSJ students.
It was great to welcome our new Yr6 students on the Ignis
site for their first day at SBSJ. Anticipation and a few nerves
soon turned into excitement as Mr Bentley introduced the
new House competition that was to take part that day across both our
sites.

Along with a new house system, we will see the start of vertical tutoring
in September. Our new family units will provide lots of additional benefits
including leadership opportunities and academic support. Once all our
students new and existing were in their new
vertical forms and introductions made, it
was time for the games to begin.
s - Generation game,
balloon balance, quiz, tug of war, penalty
shootout, back-to back drawing, salt and
pepper, bridge building and much more!
The day culminated in the presentation of the
inaugural house cup on the school fields. In a tense
final it was St John's House who were victorious.
Wild celebrations and respectful applause
highlighted the appetite for more House
competitions in future.

Yr13 Graduation Ball
'Year 13 celebrated their Leavers Ball on
Friday 29th June at the Mecure Bankfield Hotel.
The senior student leadership team did an
exceptional job arranging the Leavers Ball. I would
like to thank them for their commitment,
resilience and dedication ensuring that this was an
evening to remember. What a fantastic evening, we
are so proud of the exceptional young people we
have had the pleasure of supporting.
Congratulations! "

Yr11 Graduation Ball
Friday also saw the crowning of
our Yr11Prom King Jeed Ducusin
and Queen Daniela Romano at
Bradford City Mcall Suite.
The students and staff had a
fantastic night dancing the
night away and
making full use
of the free photo
booth!

Year 7 Mass Celebrations
Friday saw our year 7 students celebrate the
Feast of Saint Peter and Saint Paul. We were led
into Our Lady’s Hall by students carrying 20
flags of nations and 20 pictures of the face of
Christ with our college motto written on them in
the language of the country of their flag.

Year 10 Mathematicians
Eleven Year 10 students took time out of their GCSE
studies to stretch their mathematical skills to the
next level with an Enrichment Day at Huddersfield
University.

15 students welcomed us into mass in their
mother tongue languages followed by Bidding
Prayers in each of these languages.

End of Term Arrangements
In order to give our teaching staff the best
opportunity to prepare for the new house
system beginning in September, the College
will close early on the last day of term,
Friday 20th July.
Students will be released from school at 12:35.
The dining room will be open should students
wish to have lunch before making their own way
home. There will not be any school buses
running at this time, however. If parents would
prefer for their child to stay in school until the
usual time at the end of the day (15:25) either
because they wish to get the school bus or
because they require supervision of their child
until then, please email info@sbsj.co.uk

The students were studying new branches of
mathematics they haven't seen before and were able
to see new uses for the skills they have already
learnt.
Sessions for students were held around: Solving
mathematical puzzles, the properties of Möbius
Strips, Taxicab geometry and the hidden
mathematics of technology.
Students were able to construct Möbius strips and
were entertained by a lecture by Katie Steckles who
completed magic tricks using mathematics.
It is hoped that many of these students will continue
to study mathematics at A Level, and can further see
the exciting branches of mathematics that are
available to them to explore in the future.

Those on C3 or C4 detentions will be required to
attend
at
12:35-13:05
or
12:35-13:35
respectively.

Tuesday 4th September College re-opens
for students in
Wednesday 5th September College re-opens
for
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